Adobe Creative Cloud for teams

Adobe XD
Design, prototype, and share engaging user experiences for your customers and with your team.

Give your product design teams everything they need to design, prototype, share, and hand off to
developers—all in one platform. Adobe XD enables you to quickly bring your ideas to life while
collaborating seamlessly with your teams. Get the free Starter plan, or get XD as part of Adobe
Creative Cloud for teams to share an unlimited number of prototypes and design specs.
Key features
Components with override support

Seamless team collaboration

Design with reusable elements that eliminate the need to find
and edit each instance of an asset across a document. Customize
any property of a component instance and still maintain the ability
to automatically push changes from the master component.

Power teamwork at every step of the design process. Work
on design projects simultaneously with team members with
coediting—no more duplicating efforts or merging changes.
Collaborate across any platforms—Mac or PC, desktop,
or mobile.

Responsive Resize
Easily resize groups of objects or components for different size
screens and maintain relative placement and scalability. Make
quick manual adjustments to customize.

Repeat Grid
Select an item in your design, such as a contact list or photo
gallery, and replicate it as many times as you want—all your
styles and spacing stay intact. Update an element once,
and your changes update everywhere.

Import files from your favorite apps
Open assets and designs from apps like Adobe Illustrator,
Photoshop, and Photoshop Sketch right within XD, and they
automatically convert into XD files so you don’t have to start
from scratch.

Auto-Animate
Auto-animate micro-interactions across artboards. When you
duplicate an element and change its properties (such as size,
position, or color), XD bridges the differences to automatically
generate an animation.

Voice prototyping

Plug-ins, UI kits, and more
Take your experiences further faster with plug-ins that automate
everyday tasks and UI kits that include templates, components,
and more. XD also integrates with popular collaboration and
productivity apps like Slack, JIRA, Microsoft Teams, Avocode,
and ProtoPie. The best part is that you can access all your
add-ons from right inside XD.

Create a design system
Save your work as a cloud document to quickly share with
collaborators and use as your single source of truth. Add design
elements to the Assets panel from any shared cloud document.
When changes are made to a linked asset, you will be notified
and have the option to accept the updates.

Access to Creative Cloud libraries
Connect your entire team—across marketing and product
design—with shared brand assets.

Learn more at:
www.adobe.com/products/xd/business.html

Interact with your prototypes like never before. Voice triggers
and speech playback let you take users beyond the screen.
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